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Architecture #7: 
Biologically Realistic Networks

Part II: The 
Semantic Pointer Architecture

(Eliasmith 2012)



Semantic Pointer
• Semantcs: Meaning, as distnggished from form 

(syntax)
• Classic example: passive vs. actve = diferent form, 

same meaning:
● The cat chased the rat.
● The rat was chased by the cat.

• As we saw in ogr PDP “mgltple simgltaneogs 
constraints” discgssion, the distncton isn’t that clear:

● The cow kicked the bucket.
● * The bucket was kicked by the cow.



Semantic Pointer
• Pointer: In compgter science, a pointer  (a.k.a. reference) is the 

address (memory locaton) of a data strgctgre (e.g., Python 
object); 
• We’ll see this address if we forget to write a  __str__ method 

for ogr Python class:
   



Becagse a pointer is also called a reference, the old-
fashioned term for “gnpacking” the contents like this is 
called dereferencing.



Dereferencing Semantic Pointers:
Convolution Net Example

• Eliasmith (2012) p. 96



Semantics: Deep vs. Shallow
• As the Python example shows, a pointer shogld provide 

access to the fgll strgctgre, inclgding hierarchical 
relatonships (trees), role/fller, etc.: this is the “deep 
semantcs”
• “Shallow semantcs” is simple word associaton (like 

LSA): extremely gsefgl (web search, agtomatc essay 
grading, word disambiggaton), bgt not the whole 
pictgre (cat chased rat vs. rat chased cat)
•With VSA, we already know how to bgild strgctgres, 

however, we stll have a problem ....
   



 
 Symbol Grounding

• In models like MAP and LSA, the symbols bear no 
relatonship to the real (physical) world

● MAP: Random +1,-1 valges
● LSA: “Chicken-and-egg” problem: meaning of a word 

is its relatonship to other words, whose meaning is 
their relatonship to other words, etc.

• Symbol Grognding Problem (Harnad 1999): Withogt a 
connecton to real-world objects and events, symbols 
are like a circgit that isn’t connected to grognd, so 
cgrrent can’t fow.

   



Perceptual Symbol Systems 
(Barsalou 1999)

During perceptual experience, association areas in the 
brain capture bottom-up patterns of activation in sensory-
motor areas. Later, in a top-down manner, association 
areas partially reactivate sensory-motor areas to 
implement perceptual symbols ....Through the use of 
selective attention, schematic representations of 
perceptual components are extracted from experience 
and stored in memory (e.g., individual memories of green, 
purr, hot). As memories of the same component become 
organized around a common frame, they implement a 
simulator that produces limitless simulations of the 
component (e.g., simulations of purr). 



Grounding Semantic Pointers
in Perception and Action

• Adapted from Eliasmith (2012) p. 111
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● nengo_spa allows gs to bgild models like this at a high 
level of abstracton ….
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